Be More Modern.
Get More Done.
DIGITAL MATURITY ASSESSMENT
Kymanox offers a digital maturity assessment that precisely evaluates and documents how technology
might be leveraged to improve your company’s digital approach, optimize processes, and produce
better outcomes. Our digital maturity assessments help our clients ensure their digital workspaces are
user-friendly, secure, and up to digital and computational standards.
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Innovation in Digitalization
The rapid evolution in Digital Transformation – what it means and what providers are offering - often creates change
faster than companies can adjust. As a result, many companies fall behind current digital and operational process
best practices, resulting in sub-optimal workflow, increased costs, and heightened risks related to digital security and
data safety. The COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent shift to virtual work further increased the need for
user-friendly, secure, digital workspaces.
Often, companies tolerate systems or processes that work “well enough” until an event mandates a change
such as audits, market forces, or dwindling growth. To survive and thrive in today’s digital world, innovation is
the currency of success.
With such a wide range of digital solutions available in the marketplace, simply picking a technology solution ensures
only that resources will be expended on the problem, not that it will be solved. Since nearly any problem can be
improved with technology including process automation, new software capabilities, systems integration and other
options, an integrated, methodical approach to digitalization ensures that the business problems and initiatives are
considered and fully addressed during their digital journey. To successfully kickstart this process, a digital maturity
assessment shows where companies can solve their business headaches and chart a plan for growth from the
perspective of their current technology perspective.

How A Digital Maturity Assessment Works
Digital maturity is a measure of what tools are in use, how
the organization maintains and supports these tools, and the
organization’s level of commitment to digital adoption. An
objective, comprehensive measure of digital maturity is the
first critical step in creating and realizing a long-term digital
transformation strategy. Digital maturity is applicable to all
industry sectors, but should be evaluated on competencies
and levels specific to Life Science companies as its customers
are not just customers, but also patients.
Kymanox will benchmark digital maturity against:
1) Customers, Partners, and Patients
2) Organization and Culture
3) Operations and Processes
4) Technology and Systems
5) Strategy
We provide companies with a technology snapshot on the current state and a detailed, multi-step roadmap
that details our recommendations and is customized to your company’s goals, requirements, and future plans.
This approach will allow our clients and customers to assess their digital transformation journey dynamically
and infuse any necessary cultural changes to the business gradually.
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